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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
The developer wants to write a portable criteria query that
will order the orders made by customer James Brown according to
increasing quantity. Which one of the below queries correctly
accomplishes that task?

A. CriteriaBuilder cb= . . .
CriteriaQuery&lt;order&gt; cq =
cb.createquery&lt;order.class&gt;
Root &lt;customer, order&gt; 0 = cq.from(customer.class);
Join &lt;customer, order&gt; 0 = c.Join(customer-.orders);
cq.where (cb.equal(c.get(customer_.name, James Brown)));
cq.orderBy (0.get (order_.quantity));
cq.select(0);
B. CriteriaBuilder cb= . . .
CriteriaQuery&lt;order&gt; cq =
cb.createquery&lt;order.class&gt;
Root &lt;customer, order&gt; 0 = cq.from(customer.class);
Join &lt;customer, order&gt; 0 = c.Join(customer-.orders);
cq.where (cb.equal(c.get(customer_.name, James Brown)));
cq.orderBy (0.get (order_.quantity));
cq.orderBy ("quantity");
C. CriteriaBuilder cb= . . .
CriteriaQuery&lt;order&gt; cq =
cb.createquery&lt;order.class&gt;
Root &lt;customer, order&gt; 0 = cq.from(customer.class);
Join &lt;customer, order&gt; 0 = c.Join(customer-.orders);
cq.where (cb.equal(c.get(customer_.name, James Brown)));
cq.orderBy (0.get (order_.quantity));
D. CriteriaBuilder cb= . . .
CriteriaQuery&lt;order&gt; cq =
cb.createquery&lt;order.class&gt;
Root &lt;customer, order&gt; 0 = cq.from(customer.class);
Join &lt;customer, order&gt; 0 = c.Join(customer-.orders);
cq.where (cb.equal(c.get(customer_.name, James Brown)));
cq.select(0);
cq.orderBy (0.get (order_.quantity));
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A regression line is used to estimate:
A. How a change to the independent variable influences the
value of the dependent variable.
B. The upper and lower specification limits on a control chart.
C. The central tendency, dispersion, and shape of a statistical
distribution.
D. Whether or not a process is stable or has predictable
performance.
Answer: A
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